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1. 
This invention relates to the manufacture of 

absorbent tampons and more particularly to 
tampons of this character which are especially 
adapted for use as vaginal tampons, and is a di 
vision of my co-pending application Serial Num 
ber 347,087, filed July 24, 1940. 

It is becoming more and more the custom to 
use vaginal tampons for feminine hygiene, al 
though the manufacture of such tampons in 
volves several problems. 

It is the purpose of this invention to provide a 
method of manufacturing a tampon which re 
sults in an improved tampon especially suited for 
use as a vaginal tampon. 
Other objects and advantages will be apparent 

to those skilled in the art from the following de 
tailed description, particularly When read in con 
nection with the drawings in which: - 

Figure 1 is a plan view of the cord tying appa 
ratus illustrating a web of cotton in position : 
thereon prior to drawing a cord therearound. 

Figure 2 is a perspective illustrating a web of 
cotton formed to size and with the withdrawal 
cord attached, placed in the guiding portion of 
the die preparatory to the preforming operation. 

Figure 3 is a vertical section through the form 
ing die illustrating the web in position prior. to 
being preformed. 

Figure 4 is a vertical section through the cen 
ter of the formning die illustrating the Web tucked 
into the die in the first or preforming stage. 

Figure 5 is a similar vertical section through 
the forming die illustrating the second or final 
forming or compression stage. 

Figure 6 is a similar vertical section through 
the die and illustrating discharge of the com 
pleted tampon. 

Figure 7 is a vertical section through the cen 
ter of a tampOn COntainer and applicator illus 
trating a tampon therein. 
In accordance with this invention, a web of 

cotton f is first formed of a size considerably 
larger tham the fìnished tampon, that is, a web 
is formed approximately two inches wide by six 
inches long and three-quarters of an inch thick, 
the size depending of course first upon the weight 
of cotton desired to be incorporated in the tampon 
and second upon the finished size of the tampon. 
This web may be formed from a single thickness 
of cotton or a folded web or a plied web with any 
suitable number of plies. - 
In the illustrated embodiment of this inven 

tion (Fig. 1) the next step is the attachment of 
the withdrawal cord 2 to the formed Web of cot 
ton, although it will be obvious that this cord 
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quent time in the formation of the tampon. As 
illustrated, the cord is measured, cut, and at 
tached by what is termed a string cutting unit 
mounted upon a table 3, one end of which sup 
ports the cord or string holder 4, and the other 
end of which carries a block or pedestal 5 over 
which the withdrawal cord 2 is measured and 
upon which the cotton web for the tampon is 
placed. - : 

In using the above unit, the operator threads 
the string or cord 2 from the string holder 4 under 
a guide and friction clamp 7, past a cutting-off 
knife 9, across the block 5, around a suction tube 
3, projecting through the block 5 adjacent one 
edge thereof, and back to a point adjacent the 
knife. In so doing a loop of cord is formed and 
the proper length of cord is measured with the 
two ends approximately equal. After the cord 
has been looped and measured in this manner, 
the operator actuates the cutting knife 9 by foot 
tread 5 or any other suitable device to sever 
the measured length of cord. 
The operator then places the cotton web 

upon the block 5 over the cord and grasps both 
ends of the cord, passes them over the web, and 
inserts then into the suction tube, thus passing 
the ends through the loop formed by the cord 
as it passes around the tube. The ends of the 
cord are drawn down through the tube by suc 
tion, thus forming a loose slip knot. The opera 
tor then lifts the cotton Web from the table with 
one hand, thus disengaging the looped end of the 
cord from the suction tube and grasps the ends 
of the COrd With the other hand and draws the 
knot tight about the cotton web. It will be ob 
served that when the cord is cut, a loose end re 
mains between the guide or clamp T and the cut 
ting blade 9, which end may be grasped by the 
Operator to withdraw and measure the succeeding 
length of cord. 
The Web of cotton with the withdrawal cord 

about its center, which cord materially reduces 
the width of the web where it is fastened, is then 
placed over a die 2 with the cord 2 depending 
thereinto for the first or preforming stage in the 
formation of the tampon. 
Die 2 fis a tubular die, having a bore 23 of the 

exact diameter of the finished tampon and being 
tapered outwardly at its upper end as at 25 to 
facilitate entry of the cotton web into the bore. 
For further guiding and positioning the web, 
the upper end of the die is provided with en 
larged collar 27, formed with a groove 29 across 
its upper face of somewhat less width than the 
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width of the cotton web, whereby the cotton web 
from which the tampon is formed is held in posi 
tion in said slot in preparation for the first or 
preforming stage in the formation of the tampon. 

Following positioning of the web i over the die 
2, a preforming pluriger 3 of considerably 
smaller diameter than the bore 238 of the die is 
forced into the die to fold and tuck the cotton 
into the die, and preform the web into a U-shaped 

0 formation and only slightly compressing:the cot 
ton as ShoWn in Fig. 4. In so doing, the two legs 
Of the nOW U-shaped cottori:web are'iformedi geri 
erally into two complementary half sections of a 
hollow cylinder. 
the tampon, plunger 3 is withdrawn preparatory 
to the final compression. 

Following this preforming of 

4. 
due to its compressed nature until the tampon 
becomes moistened. 
The finished tampon thus formed has sufficient 

stiffness and rigidity longitudinally, or in axial 
direction, having been compressed mainly in this 
direction, that is, ito a much greater degree than 
in radial direction, to be readily insertable into 
a body cavity such as the Vagina. Without the 
use of any applicator if so desired. On the other 
hand, being compressed relatively iittle in radial 
direction, such compression being produced only 
by forces resulting from longitudinal compression, 

5. 

The Web is given its final compression and for 
mation by a second top plunger 33 (Fig. 5). of the 
Same diameter as the bore of the die and prefer 
ably having a stem or pilot 35 of much smaller 
diameter than the plunger 33: The pilot end 35 
is resiliently or yieldably mounted within a coun 
terbore in the plunger 33 and is spring urged out 
Wardly by a Spring 37 so as to be partially re 
tractable after a certain pressure against the 
pilot end is reached. 

Cooperating with the plunger 33 is a lower pis 
ton or plunger 4 (Fig. 5) of approximately the 
diameter of the bore of the die 2 which lower 
plunger is inserted into the bottom of the die 
2, prior to descent of plunger. 33. In its pre 
ferred form the upper end of plunger 4 is rounded 
So as to impart a rounded lower end to the finished 
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tampon. Likewise the lower end of the larger 
portion of the final compression plunger, 33 is 
Concaved" So as to impart a rounded upper end 
to the tanpon which facilitates insertion thereof. 

After the lower plunger 4 has been inserted 
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in position by any suitable means, the compress 
ing plunger, 33 is lowered by any suitable means 
to give, the final. compression and form to the 
tampon. As plunger 33 descends; the smaller 
or pilot end 35 thereof enters the opening formed 
by the first plunger. 3 and serves two functions. 
First the pilot end 35 limits and controls the 
gathering or creasing of the cotton as the plunger 
descends and compresses the web, and insures 
the formation of only relatively small irregular 
tucks or creases in the walls of the tampon, as 
the tWO half sections of the hollow, cylinder are 
compressed, rather than the formation of regul 
lar and deep. ConVolutions, or pleats. These small 
tuckS: not only cause an even, rapid, and sub 
Stantially. Simultaneous expansion of the tampon 
When it is Wetted, but prevent the formation of 
any deep regular folds or pleats which if formed 
night tend to permit leakage or seepage of mois 
ture along the Walls of the tampon when in use. 
Second the pilot end insures a permanent open 
ing Or Orifice 43 in the forward or insertion end 
of the finished tampon, which, opening provides 
additional Surface exposed to fluids, when: the 
tampon is in use. This also insures an immedia 
ate expansion of the tampon as soon as it be 
Comes Wetted, Which immediate expansion pre 
Vents leakage or seepage of fluids past the tampon. 

After the tampon has been given its final form, 
that is, after plunger 33 has been lowered, both 
plungers 33 and 4 are removed and the coma. 
pleted tampon 45 is ejected from the die by, a 
third plunger. 47 (Fig. 6) having a diameter ap 
proximately that of the bore of the die. This 
final form of a diameter, approximately: that of 
the bore of the die is retained by... the tampon, 
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it is sufficiently flexible and soft so as not to cause 
any discomfort to the user and to permit of 
rapid and immediate absorption and expansion 
upon becoming Wet. The tampon Will expand 
in all: directions but mainly in the direction of 
its length due to the fact that the greatest Com 
preSSion Was in this direction. 

If desired, the finished tampon 45 may be 
placed in an applicator or container comprising 
a tube 5 of proper diameter to snugly receive 
the tampon and an ejecting plunger 53 for dis 
charging the tangon from the container appli 
cator: *** 

It will be apparent to those skilled in the art. 
that for purposes of this application there has 
been disclosed only the essential elements for 
manufacturing the tampon in accordance with 
this invention. No attempt has been made to 
describe' any operating mechanisms, Such as 
means for operating the plungers in proper order 
arid sequence, or for conveying the cottora Web 
before and after attaching the cord to the various 
stations" in an automatic apparatus for forming 
the tampon because these features broadly are 
well. Within the scope of ability of a skillied ne 
chanic. 

It will also be obvious to those skilled in the 
art that minor changes may be made in details 
of construction and the Sequence of operations 
without departing from the spirit and scope of 
this invention as defined in the claims appended 
heretO. i For eXai hipe, it is ob WiOS that the With 
drawal cord may be applied to the tampon be 
fore its formation, as shown in the drawings, 
or it may de forced through the tarnpon during 
any stage subsequent to formation of the tampon 
from the web of cotton. 

it. Will also be obvious that any absorbent, 
fibros: material inay be used in place of cotton, 
although the latter has certain advantages in 
that it does not have a tendency tonnat upon wet 
ting, as do certain other fibious naterials; and it 
does not have the tendency to slough as do cer 
taihother fibrous materials. Furthermore, it does 
have the characteristic of Swelling upon becom 
ing wetted, which characteristic is not present 
ifíciertain other fibrouS; inaterials. 

Is clain: 
1. The nethod of naking a tSinghoia which con 

prises the steps of forning a web of aiosorbent, 
fibrous material of predetermined conteur and 
siZe greater than the sibe of the finished tarinpoin, 
simultaneously conpressing the web of fibrous 
na terial into a tightly compacted cylindrica 
tampion i having ar i opering. of relatively. Sinal 
dianaeter 3xad.8ppreciable depth in one end and 
maintailiig. Said opening during compression to 
linit the folding of the fibrous Web, as it is being 
Compacted, to Srnal folds and peats Sibstantially 
esgº italEt the dialiteter ofte. tanpora. 

2. The method of making a tanpon which coma. 
prises the steps of forming a Web of absorbent 

5 fibrous material. of gredetermined contour and 

  



5 
size greater than the size of the finished tampon, 
compressing the fibrous web into a loosely com 
pacted cylinder hollow at one end portion, then 
further compressing the loosely compacted cyl 
inder into a tightly compacted cylindrical tampon 
while maintaining said hollow end portion to 
thereby simultaneously limit the folding of the 
fibrous material, as it is being further com 
pacted, to small folds and pleats substantially 
less than the diameter of said tightly compacted 
tampon. 

3. The method of making a tampon which 
comprises the steps of forming a Web of absorbent 
fibrous material of predetermined contour and 
size greater than the size of the finished tampon, 
longitudinally compressing the fibrous web into a 
loosely compacted cylinder hollow at One end 
portion and then further compressing the loosely 
compacted fibrous cylinder into a tightly com 
pacted cylindrical tampon while maintaining said 
hollow end portion to thereby simultaneously 
limit the folding of the fibrous material, as it 
is being further compacted, to small folds and 
pleats substantially less than the diameter of said 
tightly compacted tampon. 

4. The method of making a tampon which com 
prises the steps of folding a web of absorbent. 
fibrous material of predetermined contour and 
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size greater than the size of the finished tampon 
into U-shaped formation, longitudinally com 
pressing both legs of said U-shaped fibrous web 
into relatively loosely compacted complemen 
tary half sections of a cylinder, hollow for a por 
tion of its length and thereafter tightly and longi 
tudinally compressing Said loosely compacted sec 
tions into a relatively tightly compressed cylin 
drical tampon and maintaining said cylinder 
hollow for a portion of its length. 

HENRY GANZ. 
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